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Attachment #1.PNG;

Dear Mr Morton,

I am writing with regards to the proposed zebra crossing that is to be installed outside my property (124 Millers Road). I welcome the
addition of a safe crossing point in the location that has been outlined. The central island often results in congestion in the area due to
inconsiderate parking, hence I can understand its proposed removal.

I fear that I would have to object to the installation of the proposed zebra crossing unless the following items are addressed.

1. With regards to the proposed guard rail outside my property - There are often vehicles parked in this location. I would require that
the council were to enforce illegal parking on the pavement in this location to be addressed. As today there is already an issue with
regards to visibility when leaving my drive. With a further increase in footfall and potential for said vehicles to move into a position to
obstruct my drive (given the installation of the guardrail). This is a potential issue that could arise from the installation of the proposed
crossing.

2. With regards to the installation of the Belisha Beacons - These would provide a flashing light that would impinge upon my property.
This would be unacceptable from my point of view unless requisite covers were fitted as per Attachment #1 to prevent additional light
pollution. I am aware that the oblique angle of the housing on this road may mean that the covers shown in the attachment aren't
sufficient to meet this requirement.

3. Increase in general footfall - Given the propensity for litter in the area due to the current footfall. An increase in footfall will only
exacerbate this. I expect the council to instigate the installation of a refuse point and suitable collection to deal with this.

I look forward to hearing from you,

Mr Gareth Jones
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